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The corresponding author alerted SAGE to errors in the article with regard to Table 2 on page 11, which presents the comparison results between the multi-agent approach and two traditional approaches. In the initial experiments, errors in module design and programming resulted in inefficiencies in the programs written with object-oriented and componentbased approaches, which introduce significant bias in the time cost and code amounts and therefore compromises the findings.
The corresponding author offered the explanation that after the case study was repeated by proficient robot engineers, it was established that both object and component models can abstract the robot program well. The comparison criterions of time costs and program amount cannot clearly distinguish which control approach is better. As the evaluation of such criterions is biased and subjective, the presented results lose their confidence. The authors intend to conduct further experimentation to more objectively evaluate the comparative performances of their proposed control approach.
In addition to the aforementioned experimental errors, the corresponding author informed SAGE that some findings were included in the article without acknowledgement of a co-researcher. 
